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Nubian Fixtures for iMore

^Beautiful bathrooms
Mmm

Republic Swing Spout

Kitchen Sink Fixture

Fixture No. 526

Color in the kitchen was un-

thought of ten years ago. Today
it is the mode. Modern, colorful,

different—that's Nubian. All metal
parts chromium plated. Cannot
water spot, tarnish or wear away.

Republic Nubian Lavatory Fixture

Fixture No. 935-P

Patent Numbers 1.647,984: 1,556,406

The ebony black of Nubian against

either white or colored tile and lavatory

—always a contrast of real beauty and
charm.

Republic Nubian Bath and Shower Fixture

Fixture No. D-1235

Patent Numbers 1,332,793; 1. 579.503/ 1,556,406; 1,647,984; 1,187,477; 17,034

The wall plate and handles are of ebony black. The metal

parts chromium plated. Harmonize with any tile. The story

of contrast. The story of beautiful bathrooms.



oA Study in Contrasts

TN selecting the color scheme for bathrooms, care

must be exercised to avoid repeating closely re-

lated color themes. Sameness in color results in

a monotonous tone—one that destroys the inherent

beauty of the several elements.

By the judicious use of decided contrasts this danger
can be avoided.

Study the three color spots. A touch of yellow on white
loses itself and adds nothing to the white. Contrast

is weak.

And Nubian fixtures add to the beauty of soft-hued tiles

—of snowy white or colored lavatories and tubs

—

through the power of contrast.

Step up the contrast by using a stronger color. You will

see that blue holds the eye and heightens the whiteness
of the background. The contrast between color and its

surroundings is greater.

The manner in which a Nubian fixture heightens the

charm and appeal of its background is clearly revealed

by the two illustrations in this column. See how the

ebony black Nubian wall plate emphasizes the texture

and color of the tile; how both the fixture and the tile

gain through the skillful use of contrast.

The Nubian wall plate is made of Permo—a material

with glasslike finish and granite-like hardness. The
color can never fade—never lose its brilliancy.

Now brush on a stroke of black and see how the strong
contrast immediately commands the eye; how the sur-

rounding area gains in sparkle and purity. These three

simple illustrations show the importance of contrast in

decorative treatment of bathrooms.

In the Nubian line of fixtures, Republic offers a happy
means to vivid contrast. Handles and wall plates are of
ebony black. No matter what color scheme you use, a

Nubian fixture will harmonize with it and give the strong
contrast value so essential to an artistic ensemble.

Nubian fixtures are beautiful in themselves. Graceful
lines and flowing curves mark the master-designer. AH
metal parts are heavily chromium plated and burnished
to a bright satiny finish of exceptional charm.

Architects are specifying Nubian and builders are in-

sisting upon it for they know that home-seekers buy one
home against another squarely on the difference in

beauty of bathrooms. Apartment owners recognize the

power of bathroom charm to keep a waiting list—and
install Nubian exclusively,

Nubian fixtures are riding the crest of a dynamic sales

wave. For home owners and home renters want bath-

rooms with the charm Nubian alone can give.

There is a Nubian fixture to meet every requirement.

Included are complete fixtures for built-in tubs; for

combination tub and shower baths; for lavatories with

or without concealed spouts; for lavatories with sham-
poo fixtures; and for kitchen sinks. The Republic

Catalog gives full information on the several fixtures

available in the Nubian line.
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The Republic TRUART
'Bath and Shower Fixture

Can charm, skillful design, good taste be embodied in a bath and lavatory

fixture? The Truart line gives an emphatic YES! Truart has beauty. Truart has

eye appeal. Truart has harmony. And the chromium plating adds to the long
life of the thoroughly good materials.

The %epublk AMBASSADOR
cBath and Shower Fixture

The age of color is here. Ambassador helps bring it to the bathroom. Delicate-

ly traced striping on the wall plates impart life, lustre and sparkle to the satin-

like finish of the rich chromium plating. Color striping available in six shades,

vermillion, crimson, light blue, dark blue, green, orange. Also in black.

'TRUART'
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The Republic Trip Lever Drain
Sanitary! No wires or chains in waste pipe to accumulate filth—to hinder free

flow of waste water. Economical! No utility closet necessary. Repairs are
easily made for all working parts can be taken out through the overflow head,
although in the natural course of events no repairs are ever necessary. The
Republic Trip Lever Drain offers 100^ sanitation and engineering perfection.

"AMBASSADOR"
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